
Framing Focus

Dress Up Your Surroundings

Atrend towards elegance in interior design is strong, and

wall decor is no exception. We offer you a wide variety

of choices and design options to really make a statement

with the artwork or object you want framed. Together, we can

create the look you want—something you can treasure for years

to come.

The ornate frame, for example, is making a comeback. And,

according to the Art & Framing Council, carved frames are taking

their place on the walls of many homes and offices, even in sleek,

contemporary settings. “Carved frames add architectural detail to

plain, white-box rooms,” says Kim Ahern, executive director of the

AFC. “They add stature and depth to the piece of art, and an ele-

ment of decorating surprise that’s very 21st century.”

Traditionally, frames that were carved or gilded were

reserved for formal or historic works to be displayed in grand set-

tings. But due to the freedom of decor that many people enjoy

today, ornate frames are increasingly paired with various types of

artwork.

“Custom picture framers can offer more choices now than ever before,” says Ahern. Choosing a larger and

more ornate frame than you may have chosen in the past can

add real impact to the piece you are going to display. There is

an extensive range of woods, colors and textures, gold and sil-

ver tones, and other interesting frame designs that allow you to

create an impressive piece.

But an ornate frame is not the only way to maximize the

look of your piece. The matting we use can also go a long way,

especially with the spectacular array of matboard that is being

made today. A rich fabric mat, for example, heightens impact.

There’s silk, velvet, leather, and suede to name a few.

The many colors and patterns available in matboard today

also widen the field of choices for you. We can mix and match

various looks, and use multiple mats to add depth and excite-

ment to the piece. If you‘re concerned about marrying your fin-

ished piece into the room where it will eventually be displayed,

bring in swatches of fabric from that room, or a photo, and

we’ll create the masterpiece you’re envisioning. ■

This classic Renoir portrait retains the flavor of the past
and a sense of a museum masterpiece in a heavily
carved, leafy patterned gold frame.

This fruit and bowl still life makes a definitive decorating
statement in an ornate, carved wood frame in shades of gold
and black.




